All About Bears

There are many kinds of bears. Some bears live in warm places, like sun bears. Some bears live in cold places, like polar bears. Bears are different colors, too. They can be white, brown, or black. Some bears eat plants. Some bears eat animals.

Bears have long snouts, or noses. They have claws and fur, too. Baby bears are called cubs.

When it gets cold, bears sleep in dens for the winter. Dens can be in trees or caves. When they are sleeping all winter, it is called hibernating. Bears do not eat when they are hibernating.

Questions:

1. Do all bears live in warm places?
   _______________________________________________________

2. How are sun bears and polar bears different?
   _______________________________________________________

3. What does hibernating mean? Highlight the words that helped you.
   _______________________________________________________

4. What is a baby bear called?
   _______________________________________________________

Read the short story. Then answer each question.
Answers:

1. Do all bears live in warm places?
   No, not all bears live in warm places.

2. How are sun bears and polar bears different?
   Sun bears live in warm places and polar bears live in cold places.

3. What does hibernating mean? Highlight the words that helped you.
   Hibernating means sleeping all winter long.

4. What is a baby bear called?
   A baby bear is called a cub.